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                                                           Psilocybin.

 -    6/3/76 10:27AM ATS 1.5 mg n.e

 ±    6/8/76 11:55AM ATS 3.0 mg clear threshold - noted at 0:30 slight shin
        tingling - I think there will be visual events at somewhat higher doses -
        slow drop-off through afternoon - clear by 4:00? . Proceed with interest.

 ±   8/10/76 11:30AM ATS 4.3 mg 0:30 effects coming on. tingles, yawning. 1:00 -
        2:00 very much like being with people - S. Neal at bank - search not Amber
        - she had gone south again - Stacks of library cold - waste of time
        (got a lot done) - still aware at 3:00 but all clears up promptly. Proceed
        with interest.

 ++  1/14/77 5:10PM Jan 14. Friday 6.6 mg ATS [0:40] 1st awareness - clear window
        effect. [1:00] eat full dinner - effects develop during the meal! Up to
        ~20% window. some hints of animal faces in the pork chop bones. No
        movement. [1:40] nothing flows, but it wouldn't take much effort [2:00]
        dropping quickly - only the slightest effects left. [2:20] out. [2:40]
        out. The forth-coming 10mg experiment should be a delight. But allow 1/2
        day free for it. I would be completely unable to distinguish this, at
        6.6mg, from MDMA at 80mg.

 +   1/20/77 9:45AM Jan 20 10.2 mg Sandoz PSOP, ATS, first flash at [0:27] driving
        up 5th to club. a little window - not much more until [0:45] - coming on
        well. [1:00] comfortable in security of club library [1:45] - I can make
        the world move a little - but I can do that without drugs too. These little
        effects drift away over next couple of hrs.

 ++  1/27/77 10:30AM 10 mg Colin effects volunteered at just [0:30] (felt before)-
        overall  80% of the 300mg mescaline effect. -concurrent [with] my ≅ 14C
        mescaline #1.

 +++ 4/27/77 9:30AM 15 mg =[0:00] [0:16] 1st notice - "early-warning" system -
        I stay flat at this first level to about [0:25] - then it builds up
        [0:27] I am awful glad I have MDMA window knowledge - what is happening
        here to me, appears to be what others get on MDMA. [0:28] visual distortion
        - I can't find the cap to the pen - must I keep writing forever? At this
        point I couldn't drive - I couldn't even write! [0:36] - [0:57] wild
        development. Furniture in office moves up & down [1:10] Lie down [with]
        eyes closes - This is where it is. eyes closed ->  all wild imaging - still
        [with] eyes open if there is no visual input. a dark room or a fire in the
        fireplace in the middle of the night [with] no other input would be
        dramatic. eyes closed -> body image in front of fire, and I can synthesize��
        2x removed a complete hallucination [1:45] try again. already passed the
        peak. no good. [2:00] to mail - this is a night-time drug - some movement,
        but daylight washes everything out. Frank got it the proper way. [3:00]
        pretty much out - muscles OK - timing OK. would I try a new experiment, say
        [with] LSD - OK but [with] reservations - [4:00] - completely sound. no
        reservations. I had peaked within the 1st hour - and was definitely on my
        way down in the 2nd hr. The experiment above, at 1/21/77 - may have been
        unfair to Colin probably distorted his timing terribly.


